What does the cost of the subscription include?
Your subscription includes either 7 or 14 weeks of flower bouquets,
with delivery. Each bouquet will be unique- as the seasons change, so will
the flowers. We grow over 40 varieties of flowers including sunflowers,
zinnias, dahlias, lisianthus, snapdragons, heirloom carnations, flowering
kale, and sweet peas. Your flowers will be harvested the day before
delivery, which is about as fresh as you can get! Your flowers will arrive in
water in a vase. We will ask you to save the vases for us so we can wash
and reuse them.
Why should I get a bouquet subscription?
Because you deserve it! Or you’re giving it to someone who does.
Flowers are food for the soul, and we all need a little nourishment
sometimes. Just the thought of sticking my nose in a bundle of fresh
flowers makes me happy. Brighten up your office, or your home. Or, give
yourself a nice pretty distraction from the pile of clutter and dirty dishes
inevitably accumulating in your kitchen (or maybe that one’s just me?)
Why pay up front? Can I get my money back?
We are using a CSA (Community Supported Agriculture) model more
commonly seen with vegetable farms. Getting this money up front at the
beginning of the season is extremely beneficial for us, as we are paying for
seeds, fertilizer, etc. We hope to give you every reason to stick with us for
the season, but if for some reason you need to cancel your subscription
part-way through we will refund you for the remainder. If you are going to
miss a week due to a vacation, we will prorate your subscription
accordingly. Or, if you prefer to gift your bouquet for that week to a friend,
family member, colleague, let us know!
What methods of payment do you accept?
We accept payment online through PayPal. Let us know if you wish to
pay online and we’ll send you the link to do it. We also accept personal
checks.
Where will my bouquets be delivered?
If you are ordering a subscription for a business, we’ll just need to
know the business hours and we will bring it to your office/front desk. If you
have a specific location at the workplace you’d like it brought to, just let us
know. If you’re ordering bouquets for your home, please provide us with

your home address. Ideally, you’ll have a spot out of direct sun/rain we can
leave it in case you aren’t home during delivery.
When will my bouquets be delivered?
We are still working out our schedule for the season and will keep
you informed when a final decision is made. The first delivery will be midlate June and we will most likely deliver on either Monday or Tuesday.
How do I care for my flowers?
We harvest before the heat of the day, allow the flowers to hydrate
and we store them overnight in our walk-in cooler to help them last as long
as possible. To help them stay fresh, it’s best to display the flowers in a
place that’s out of direct sunlight as much as possible. Change the vase
water every day or two.
More Questions?
If we did not answer your question here, please email us:
maggie@greenlight.farm or ben@greenlight.farm. Or, give us a call at 715418-3880

